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Abstract—Automatic speaker recognition has become a
well-established technique for forensic applications. Since
ambient recordings in such applications are obtained with hidden
microphones far away from the sound sources, the performance
of the speaker recognition can be severely degraded. In this paper,
we propose an array signal processing method to compensate
for these disturbances by spatially separating the present
individual speakers and noise using convolutive Independent
Component Analysis and applying a noise-suppression method
based on spectral subtraction to the separated sound signals. A
speaker recognition scheme based on Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients and Gaussian Mixture Models is then applied
to the separated and noise-cancelled signals. Our proposed
pre-processing method dramatically increases the reliability
of speaker recognition under such aggravated conditions and
outperforms state-of-the-art solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Speaker Recognition is nowadays a process that is very

common in many fields of audio processing, for example

password-less identity-verification systems [1]. Another

application is forensics, where the technique is used to prove

evidence in criminal cases. As microphones are often hidden

and probably far away from the subjects, one has to deal

with poor records and a massive presence of noise. Also,

it often happens that the record contains more than one

speaker, which is a problem for traditional single-channel

systems. Silveira et. al. have shown that using Blind Source

Separation (BSS) techniques, the problem of identifying

multiple speakers present in the same recording can be

solved; however the proposed approach only works for high

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes [2].

In this paper, we propose the use of a single-channel noise

reduction (SCNR) scheme based on spectral subtraction [3]

and a newly proposed Voice Activity Detector (VAD) in

addition to separating the individual speakers using a BSS

technique called convolutive Independent Component Analysis

(ICA) [4], [5]. In Speaker Recognition, ICA was successfully

investigated as a method to increase the performance with

multiple sources [6]; also, SCNR-methods are commonly

used in order to boost the robustness of such systems in noisy

conditions [7]. To the authors’ best knowledge, a combination

of these methods as a preprocessing to speaker recognition

has not been implemented yet.

Having the individual speakers separated from each other

and having reduced the noise in the separated signals, a

state-of-the-art speaker recognition technique is applied in

order to determine the identity of each present subject. There

are several approaches for this task, and as in every pattern

recognition system each of them can be organized into a

training step and a testing step. In the training step, certain

features are extracted from training speech files. Here we use

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [8], which in

the past years have become one of the standard-approaches

to this problem next to Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and

Local Discriminant Bases (LDB) [1]. The extracted features

are the represented as a distribution model of each speaker

due to better comparability, and here we incorporate the

commonly used Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [9]. The

same features are then extracted from the preprocessed test

signals and matched with the known speaker models.

This paper is divided into 5 sections including this

introduction. In Section II the individual steps of the

proposed method are presented. In Section III, the complete

algorithm is described. Section IV contains simulations about

the functionality of the technique. In Section V the work is

concluded.

The following mathematical notation is used: Matrices are

denoted by capital bold letters(A), signal vectors in the time

domain as italic bold lower case letters (a) and frequency

vectors in the Fourier domain by italic bold capital letters

(A), scalars are denoted as italic letters (A, a).

II. INDIVIDUAL PROCESSING STEPS

In this section, the methods that are combined for the

proposed multiple speaker identification are presented. In

the Subsections II-A and II-B, an overview of the speaker

recognition and ICA is shown. Note that their joint usage has

been already proposed in [1] for Forensic Multiple Speaker

Recognition. Therefore, we refer to [1] for more details. In

Subsections II-C and II-D we present our proposed VAD and

noise cancellation schemes adapted as additional steps for the

Forensic Multiple Speaker Recognition approach.

A. Speaker Recognition

The used speaker recognition method can be organized into

2 steps according to Figure 1: First is a training step, in which
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the speaker features are extracted from clean speech files

(Box 2 of Figure 1). For this paper, we use Mel Frequency

Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), which in the past years have

become one of the standard-approaches to this problem next

to Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and Local Discriminant

Bases (LDB) [1]. Since MFCC is described in details in

[2], [8], it shall not be treated in detail here. Afterwards,

the histograms of the extracted features are matched with

a distribution function (Box 3 of Figure 1). Here we use

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), which are a weighted sum

of a number of Gaussian distributions [9]. The parameters of

this distribution are characteristic and unique for each person.

They are estimated using an Expectation-Maximization (EM)

algorithm. A training database is generated, carrying these

parameters for each speaker (Box 4 of Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the GMM based Speaker Recognition technique

In a second step, the corresponding features are extracted

from testing signals (Box 5 and 6 of Figure 1), after which they

are matched with the database entries (Box 7 of Figure 1). The

result of this matching step is a Log-Likelihood (LLH) value,

which represents the likelihood of affinity of the sound file to

each database entry. Assuming that the examined speaker is

in the database, the speaker is then matched to the entry with

the highest LLH-value (Box 8 of Figure 1).

B. Convolutive Independent Component Analysis

The instantaneous Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

is a classic solution to the BSS problem [4]. The problem

can be formulated as follows: If we have N sources emitting

signals1 and an array of P receivers, the array detects P

signals, which contain a mixture of the sources. In matrix

notation, where each signal is a row vector, the problem in

the noiseless case can be formulated as follows:

X = MS (1)

1Equation (1) is only valid for narrowband signals, not for audio signals.
For the sake of simplicity, the easier instantaneous mixture, which applies in
that case, is described first.

with the signal matrix S (N ×K), the mixing matrix M (P ×
N ) and the receiver matrix X (P ×K), where K is the length

of the signals. The aim now is to find an unmixing matrix

W (here P ×P ), which has to be estimated as it is unknown.

Applied to X, it yields the estimated signal matrix Ŝ (P ×K).

WX = Ŝ (2)

The optimization criterion to estimate W is performed using

the central limit theorem: as adding the time vectors, which are

treated as random vectors here, and result in the convolution of

their Probability Density Functions (PDF). The resulting signal

has a PDF closer to the Gaussian distribution in comparison

with the individual signals before the mixing. Using the

kurtosis as a measure for Gaussianity, W is designed in a

way that it maximizes the non-Gaussianity of the unmixed

signals.

As for broadband audio signals in real acoustic environments,

convolutive mixing occurs [5]

X = M ∗ S (3)

the explained instantaneous ICA cannot be applied. Therefore,

a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is used, as in the

frequency domain the convolution is transformed into a simple

multiplication. The explained method of instantaneous ICA

can then be applied to each frequency bin separately. After

this, the signals can be transformed back into the time domain

and reconstructed.

The result of ICA is a set of P estimates of the original

signals, each containing an independent source plus minimized

interferences from the others.

C. Noise cancellation

In order to further improve the performance of the speaker

recognition, an additional well-established noise-cancellation

scheme based on spectral subtraction of the noise is used

[3]. The principle is to estimate the noise spectrum during

non-speech activity and spectrally subtract it while speech is

present, the cancellation is done on the STFT of a signal. As

shown in Section 3, the method explained next is performed

on each ICA output channel.

The index q shall denote a speechless frame, p one that does

contain speech, tq and tp are their corresponding times. The

index k represents an arbitrary frame index, tk its time.

If ŝ is an ICA output channel (speaker signal), it contains one

source signal su and noise signal n:

ŝ = su + n (4)

The aim of the noise cancellation is to find an estimate of

su removing or reducing the effect of n. In the frequency

domain (STFT), the signals are denoted with capital letters

respectively

Ŝ(f, tk) = Su(f, tk) +N(f, tk), (5)



where each frequency vector has size Kf . Therefore, the

original signal can be obtained by

Su(f, tk) = Ŝ(f, tk)−N(f, tk). (6)

For the noise cancellation in equation (6) the exact value for

N(f, tk) is unknown, it has to be estimated, which is a crucial

step. The noise estimate for a certain time tp shall be denoted

by N̂(f). As in real-world noise-environments, which we

are dealing with in forensic applications, the noise is highly

unstationary, the estimation has to be done continuously. Here,

this is done as follows: First, the mean amplitude spectrum

N̄(f) of D recent noise frames before a speech frame is

calculated

N̄(f) =
1

D

D
∑

qr=1

|N(f, tqr)|, (7)

where qr indicates the index of the noise frames prior to the

currently treated one.

Additionally, this mean spectrum is recursively smoothed [10]

N̂m(f) = (1− α)N̄m(f) + αN̂m−1(f) (8)

where α is a smoothing parameter. This is done for the

negative frequencies only and then adapted for the positive

ones. Also, Ŝ(f, tk) is decomposed into its magnitude and

phase spectrum:

Ŝ(f, tk) = |Ŝ(f, tk)|e
(iφS) (9)

Then, the noise-cancelled or estimated using signal spectrum

for each speech frame , Ŝu(f, tp) is calculated using [3]:

Ŝu(f, tp) = (|Ŝ(f, tp)| − N̂(f))e(iφS) (10)

In the case of a noisy frame, Ŝu(f, tq) is calculated by

attenuating Ŝ(f, tq) close to zero. By transforming Ŝu(f, tk)
to the time domain, the noise cancelled signal ŝu is obtained.

D. Proposed Voice Activity Detection

For the introduced noise-cancellation method to work, the

algorithm needs to know when speech is present and when

it is not. Such Voice Activity Detectors (VAD) can work

with different measures, e.g. simple threshold-based [11],

a periodicity measure [12], spectral information [13], [14],

information about first noise frames [15] or fusion methods

[16].

As the threshold-based methods are degraded in low SNR

regimes and the other methods might not be reliable here

because we have speech redundancies as background noise,

a new frame-wise threshold-based iterative VAD scheme is

proposed.

As a measure for the "amplitude" of a frame its RMS-value

(signal frame b with M time instances bm):

RMSb =

√

√

√

√

√

M
∑

m=1
b2m

M
(11)

is used (Box 1 of Figure 2). A frame is considered to contain

speech, if its amplitude is higher than a certain threshold. The

first estimate for this is based on the signal dynamics (Box 2

of Figure 2), according to this estimate the SNR2 is estimated

(Box 3 of Figure 2)

SNR = 20 log10
RMSs − aRMS RMSn

RMSn
, (12)

where RMSs is the mean RMS for speech frames and RMSn
the corresponding value for noise frames. Subtracting RMSn
from RMSs with a certain weight aRMS is necessary, as the

speech frames also contain noise. From this SNR-estimation,

a new speech threshold is estimated using an empirically

determined relation (Box 4 of Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the Voice Activity Detection Scheme

As shown in Figure 2, this new threshold is used to make a

new estimation of speech and noise, after which the estimation

is smoothed (Box 5 of Figure 2), i.e. switches between speech

and no speech, that only lasts for a couple of frames, are

eliminated. These switches occur for e.g. unvoiced speech

segments and thus have to be avoided. This estimation process

is iterated until the SNR estimate stays constant to a certain

degree (Box 7 of Figure 2), which normally is achieved in

less than 10 iterations. The proposed VAD can distinguish

between speech and noise reliably down to about 0 dB SNR.

After ICA-processing, where this algorithm will be applied,

the SNR is typically much higher.

III. PROPOSED MULTIPLE SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION WITH

VAD AND NOISE CANCELLATION

The partial methods introduced in Section 2 are combined

according to Figure 3.

First, the STFT of the input array data is taken (Box 2 of Figure

3) and convolutive ICA is performed on it in order to separate

the individual speech signals (Box 3 of Figure 3). A key point

is that a number of microphones that is greater than the number

of speakers is used. In this case, the ICA treats noise as an

additional component, thus the signals are not only separated

from each other, but also from a main part of the noise. Each

2Note that this value is not the actual SNR. However, as the value is very
SNR-like, the expression is used for the sake of readability
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Figure 3. Proposed framework for multiple speaker recognition in the presence of coloured noise

ICA output signal carries the useful signal plus residues from

the other sources and noise. Without transforming back to

the time-domain, the explained noise-cancellation algorithm

is applied to the ICA outputs, which are STFT-representations

of the separated received signals. In a parallel step, the ICA

outputs are transformed back to the time domain (Box 4 of

Figure 3), where the frame-wise VAD-technique is used to

create an index vector for each signal (Box 5 of Figure 3),

which carries the information of what is speech and noise

(Box 6 of Figure 3). After the noise-suppression step, where

noise estimate (Box 7 of Figure 3) is spectrally subtracted from

the speech (Box 9 of Figure 3) or attenuated (Box 8 of Figure

3), the MFCCs are extracted from the noise cancelled signals

(Box 10 of Figure 3) and matched to the speaker database

references (Box 12 of Figure 3). The final result is then an

estimation of which speakers were present (Box 13 of Figure

3).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, we validate our proposed scheme by means

of experiments. In Subsection IV-A we present the set-up

of our experiments, while in Subsection IV-B, we show

and evaluate the performance of the schemes for different

scenarios.

A. Set-up

The method was tested for N = 2 and 3 present speakers

contaminated with random stationary noise at different SNRs

and noise correlation levels ρ as shown in (13). An array

(P = N+1 microphones) was simulated to capture the sound

sources with delays between each receiver. The source speech

files contained continuous speech so that there are N speakers

present at every point in time. In order to simulate array

recordings of spatially completely uncorrelated background,

a different random coloured noise nc was added to each

microphone channel. The tests were carried out with different

correlation levels ρ of the noise, which was created by filtering

white Gaussian noise nw with the low-pass filter [18]

nc(tk+1) =
√

1− ρ2nw(tk+1) + ρnc(tk). (13)

Inside noise cancellation algorithm, the mean over 10 noise

frames (about 110 ms) and a smoothing parameter α (from

Eq. (8)) of 0.5 were used to estimate the noise spectrum. For

the SNR estimation in VAD, the subtraction of the noise-RMS

was weighted with a factor aRMS of 0.7 (see Eq. 12). For

different noise level and noise power, the VAD is valid until

down to about 0 dB SNR and converges in less than 10

iterations. All parameter values used here were empirically

found to be functional for the tested conditions.

For the performance evaluation, two 2 speakers from

the database were picked and mixed differently (random

generation of W) a certain number of trials (50) for one

SNR condition. A freshly generated noise was added to each

channel on every iteration. The performance measure is the

percentage of iterations, in which one individual speaker is

recognized correctly; it shall be referred to as Success Rate

SR

SR(%) =
correct detections

number of iterations
× 100%. (14)

In order to be able to compare the performance for a different

number of speakers present, we introduce the Cross-Success

Rate SRC, which is a normalized probability for detecting all



speakers at once

SRC(%) = N

√

√

√

√

N
∏

i=1

SRi . (15)

Latter figure is the geometric mean of the individual Success

Rates.

All simulations were carried out with 44.1 kHz sampling

frequency signals. For the STFT, 20 ms (884 , zero-padded to

1024 samples) Hamming windows were used. For each set-up

(noise environment, SNR), the simulation was carried out 50

times in order to determine the Success Rate with reasonable

statistic validity. The database contains the characteristic

coefficients of 9 speakers (3 male, 5 female, 1 child) [17].

In order to be able to compare our method to other
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Figure 4. Flowchart of Experimental Set-up

preprocessing methods, we apply different methods (as shown

in Figure 4) before the voice recognition step and compare

their success rates to each other:

(A) The proposed processing method

(B) Signal separation using N-channel ICA

(C) No pre-processing

While with set-up (C), the simulated signal of each

microphone is directly passed to the speaker recognition

method. The approach (A) makes use of the proposed method,

namely separating the speakers using an over-determined ICA

(N+1 channels) and noise reduction of each separated channel.

The scheme (B) represents a middle course, where only

an ICA using N microphone channels is incorporated; the

method was examined by Silveira et. al. in [2] and is the

state-of-the-art reference.

B. Results

We perform experiments considering two and three present

speakers and compare the Success Rates (SR) with the

proposed scheme to the ones of the other schemes. In Figures 5

and 6 , the SR versus the SNR for all different methods (A),(B)

and (C) is displayed for the individual speakers SP1 and

SP2. Using our proposed scheme, the Success Rate increases

constantly with greater SNR values for both speakers and both

noise correlation levels. In the case of low noise correlation,

the SR for the existing approaches stays constant to zero

for the observed SNR regimes. In the case of high noise

correlation, one speaker gets detected almost perfectly at 25

dB SNR, none of the speakers is detected with a mentionable

success using only ICA for preprocessing. The behaviour of

the latter figures is consistent with Silveira’s observations.

Note that our scheme outperforms all the other schemes for

two speakers.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Success Rates of speakers SP1 and SP2 (% correct
detection) using Convolutive ICA with Noise Cancellation (A), Convolutive
ICA (B) and No Preprocessing (C) in combination with the MFCC GMM
for speaker identification for different SNR levels and noise correlation level
fixed to 0.1
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Figure 6. Comparison of Success Rates (% correct detection) of speakers SP1
and SP2 using Convolutive ICA with Noise Cancellation (A), Convolutive
ICA (B) and No Preprocessing (C) in combination with the MFCC GMM
for speaker identification for different SNR levels and noise correlation level
fixed to 0.7

Figure 7 shows the SRs for both speakers against the noise

correlation obtained using all different processing schemes

with an SNR fixed to 20 dB. For our scheme, the noise

correlation ρ has almost no influence, since SR varies around

90 % for the first speaker and 40 % for the second speaker.

Note that the SR of the second speaker has a great variance.



Only ICA preprocessing does not work for either of the

correlation levels, since the SNR is fixed to 20 dB. According

to [2], this method does not work at these SNR regimes.

If no preprocessing is performed, the SR with noise with

correlation above 0.7 is improved. Note that the SR of the

second user with noise correlation 0.9 is around 95 %, while

the SR of the first user is around 50 %. Such profile it is

actually the opposite of the proposed scheme. Therefore, a

combination in such specific scenario with noise correlation

level equal to 0.9 can be done between the proposed solution

and the no pre-processing solution.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Success Rates (% correct detection) of speakers SP1
and SP2 using Convolutive ICA with Noise Cancellation (A), Convolutive
ICA (B) and No Preprocessing (C) in combination with the MFCC GMM for
speaker identification for different noise correlation levels and the SNR fixed
to 20 dB

For a comparison of performance for a different number

of present speakers, in Figure 8 the SRC is plotted against

the SNR for all setups having 2 and 3 speakers present. The

behaviour is similar, in both cases we have a rather linear

ascent of the SR with increasing SNR. Every other scheme but

ours yields a Cross-SR of 0% for the observed SNR regimes.

This means that only our scheme can detect several speakers

at once with a moderate amount of coloured noise present, and

the degradation of the detection accuracy can be considered

negligible when observing 3 speakers present instead of two.
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Figure 8. Comparison between Performance for 2 and 3 present speakers
(Cross-SR) for Convolutive ICA with Noise Cancellation (A), Convolutive
ICA (B) and No Preprocessing (C) in combination with the MFCC GMM for
speaker identification for different SNR leaving the noise correlation fixed to
0.9 for 3 present speaker and 0.7 for 2 present speakers

The behaviour of our proposed scheme can be summarized

as follows:

In contrast to the other tested methods, using the

proposed preprocessing scheme it is possible to detect all

present speakers simultaneously. The ICA approach and no

pre-processing lead to the rather secure detection of both

speakers when almost no noise is corrupting the records

[2], whereas no preprocessing results in the good detection

of one speaker above a certain SNR threshold. Below that

threshold, none of the speakers is detected correctly. Also, the

detection success of the proposed method increases almost

linearly with the SNR. Using the Cross-Success Rate as

a measure, the performance of the proposed method does

not decrease from two present speakers to three. The noise

correlation appears to have a rather random influence on the

detection probability using the proposed method. A high noise

correlation is favourable for using no preprocessing, it has no

influence on the ICA approach according to our results.

V. CONCLUSION

Ambient recordings in forensic applications are obtained

with hidden microphones far away from the sound sources,

which implies a severe degradation in the performance

of the speaker recognition schemes. Using Blind Source

Separation, Noise Suppression with the proposed VAD and

Speaker Recognition in combination, the performance for

poor audio conditions can be highly increased compared

to state-of-the-art methods like [2]. The scheme we have

proposed here has proven to work at low SNRs and with

interference of various speakers. Especially the ability to

detect all present speakers at the same time is heavily

increased by our proposed approach, which is an essential

benefit for forensic applications. Therefore, the method that

is introduced here is definitely much-promising for the field

of forensic speaker identification.



The method was tested in rather simple conditions with

a stationary, spatially diffuse background noise and a

non-reverberant acoustic environment. More realistic

disturbances will decrease the performance of the

preprocessing scheme; in particular the incorporated VAD

based SCNR algorithm does not work well in non-stationary

noise. Nevertheless, it was proven that suitable Blind Source

Separation in combination with enhancement methods can

increase the accuracy of speaker recognition. Hence, future

work will include an evaluation and further developement

of the pre-processing method in more difficult acoustic

environments, where more modern enhancement algorithms

such as state-of-the-art SNCR methods or dereverberation

schemes may be incorporated as well. Also, an application

with open set speaker recognition, which is often used in

forensic cases, needs to be tested for the proposed scheme.

As there exist a variety of other than the used techniques for

speaker recognition and single-channel speech enhancement,

there is a lot of potential for further improving this method in

the future by applying more modern solutions in those steps.
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